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Metatranscriptomic study of nonmodel organisms requires strategies that retain the highly resolved genetic information
generated from model organisms while allowing for identiﬁcation of the unexpected. A real-world biological application of
phytoremediation, the ﬁeld growth of 10 Salix cultivars on polluted soils, was used as an exemplar nonmodel and multifaceted
crop response well-disposed to the study of gene expression. Sequence reads were assembled de novo to create 10 independent
transcriptomes, a global transcriptome, and were mapped against the Salix purpurea 94006 reference genome. Annotation of
assembled contigs was performed without a priori assumption of the originating organism. Global transcriptome construction
from 3.03 billion paired-end reads revealed 606,880 unique contigs annotated from 1588 species, often common in all 10
cultivars. Comparisons between transcriptomic and metatranscriptomic methodologies provide clear evidence that nonnative
RNA can mistakenly map to reference genomes, especially to conserved regions of common housekeeping genes, such as actin,
a/b-tubulin, and elongation factor 1-a. In Salix, Rubisco activase transcripts were down-regulated in contaminated trees across
all 10 cultivars, whereas thiamine thizole synthase and CP12, a Calvin Cycle master regulator, were uniformly up-regulated. De
novo assembly approaches, with unconstrained annotation, can improve data quality; care should be taken when exploring such
plant genetics to reduce de facto data exclusion by mapping to a single reference genome alone. Salix gene expression patterns
strongly suggest cultivar-wide alteration of speciﬁc photosynthetic apparatus and protection of the antenna complexes from
oxidation damage in contaminated trees, providing an insight into common stress tolerance strategies in a real-world
phytoremediation system.

Coppiced willows have the ability to produce high
biomass yields in temperate regions under challenging
conditions and have positive impacts on biodiversity
(Labrecque et al., 1995; Hasselgren, 1999; Kuzovkina
and Quigley, 2005; Anderson and Fergusson, 2006;
Sage et al., 2006; Haughton et al., 2009; Kuzovkina and
Volk, 2009). The biomass from certain cultivars can be
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sugar rich and highly accessible, permitting reduced
severity pretreatment for high cell wall glucose release
(Ray et al., 2012), which can be both economically and
environmentally beneﬁcial for downstream bioenergy
applications such as lignocellulosic biofuel production
(Stephenson et al., 2010). However, the use of highgrade agricultural land for biomass cultivation has the
potential to displace nutrient-demanding food crops as
well as negate the environmental beneﬁts of bringing
degraded land into production by using the efﬁcient
nutrient cycling physiology of biomass crops such as
willow (Bollmark et al., 1999; Weih and Nordh, 2002;
Black et al., 2011; Graham-Rowe, 2011; Murphy et al.,
2011; Brereton et al., 2014). One of the current strategies
to bring degraded land back into productivity using
low input agriculture is to actively rejuvenate contaminated or polluted land in a process termed phytoremediation. Numerous studies have demonstrated
willow’s capacity to tolerate contaminated soils beyond
the majority of agricultural crops (Robinson et al., 2000;
Volk et al., 2006; Pitre et al., 2010; Grenier et al., 2015),
presenting an industrially pertinent opportunity to reduce high biomass production costs (Huang et al., 2009;
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Black et al., 2011; Yue et al., 2014) through added-value
cultivation. However, the genetic mechanisms behind
such tolerance are poorly understood.
A complex trait such as contamination tolerance may
require a diverse array of developmental alterations
and responses relating to contaminant immobilization,
transport or metabolism, oxidoreduction, drought tolerance, xylem alteration (i.e. hydraulic architecture), and
biotic stress resistance (Newman et al., 1998; Pulford
and Watson, 2003; Liu et al., 2009; Gill and Tuteja,
2010). High throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)
provides the opportunity to assess the complex genetic
interplay of strategies to achieve these traits by providing a snapshot of expressed RNA within a plant
tissue at a given moment (the transcriptome). However,
interpretation of transcriptomic data toward revealing
common or variant genetic responses between closely
related cultivars remains difﬁcult due to the extraordinarily high complexity of the biology involved. Such
transcriptomic sequence analysis is still quite distant
from the gold-standard of functional analysis through
perturbation of gene expression level directly, either by
gene knockout, overexpression, or RNAi. Use of these
techniques is either not applicable or often ineffective for
complex trait analysis in most nonmodel organisms, although a number of studies have made impressive inroads
along these lines in (model) woody crops (Rugh et al., 1998;
Pilate et al., 2002; Coleman et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010).
There is a tendency toward functional prediction in
genome-wide expression studies. Frustratingly, this is
proving somewhat perilous (especially in crop biology),
with research suggesting transcript levels are often not
directly correlated with protein levels or, importantly,
rates of protein function (Greenbaum et al., 2003; Le
Roch et al., 2004; Maier et al., 2009; Vogel and Marcotte,
2012). So while RNA-seq remains a powerful tool of
choice for contemporary exploration of complex traits
at a genetic level, care must be taken when making
assumptions regarding the impact of differential expression alone. In this regard, high resolution RNA-seq
analysis at such large scales is potentially better suited
for hypothesis generation than hypothesis-driven research. Nevertheless, in terms of what could be predicted to be differentially expressed (DE) in leaves of
willow due to petroleum hydrocarbon contamination
in soil, the following would be expected: general stress
responses (potentially including oxidative stress from
overproduction of reactive oxygen species; Yurekli and
Porgali, 2006), indirect treatment-speciﬁc interactions
(such as salinity and drought response interactions;
Popko et al., 2010; Bauddh and Singh, 2012), and direct
responses to petroleum hydrocarbons. In terms of a
direct response, there is little evidence suggesting similar organic contaminates are often absorbed and mobilized to above-ground tissue (Alkio et al., 2005; Watts
et al., 2006; El Amrani et al., 2015; Shiri et al., 2015) or
metabolized to any degree by willow directly. There is,
however, a growing body of evidence pertaining to
metaorganismal interactions whereby a multitude of organisms collectively exploit these unique environmental
4

conditions (Weyens et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2012; Bell
et al., 2014a; Yergeau et al., 2014; Gonzalez et al., 2015).
Current estimates suggest that there are approximately 11 million distinct species that exist globally
(Mora et al., 2011); of these, only around the order of
0.001% had been genome sequenced and annotated as
of April 2013 (Ellegren, 2014). The estimated proportion
of plant species having been sequenced and annotated
is of the order of 0.01%. It would therefore seem prudent to consider RNA-seq data interpretation methodologies that are designed to derive useful information
from the 99.99% of nonmodel organisms comprising
the majority of unknown biological information on
earth. There is a growing engagement with the intricate
interdependent relationships between multiple species in nature (metaorganismal complexity; Bosch and
McFall-Ngai, 2011; Bordenstein and Theis, 2015) in a
wide range of biological ﬁelds; however, such complexity is challenging (Hanage, 2014). Recent work into
the human microbiome is proving an essential element
in health research (Gill et al., 2006; Turnbaugh et al.,
2007; Nelson et al., 2010; Davids et al., 2016), particularly concerning bacterial diversity within gastrointestinal studies. Such diversity in the microbiome is now
well established as an essential factor in root-soil interactions, often termed the rhizosphere (Luo et al.,
2009; He et al., 2013; Sullivan et al., 2013; Yergeau et al.,
2014; Bell et al., 2015; de Vrieze, 2015). Less work
has extended the metaorganism beyond bacteria, or
singular target pathogens, herbivores, or symbiotes.
Recent evidence, such as the seemingly ubiquitous
presence of mites in human epidermis (Thoemmes
et al., 2014), opens a door toward a relatively unexplored, more inclusive strategy indicating the value of
an organism-blind approach to interpretation of RNAseq data. This is particularly important for phytoremediation tree systems where rhizospheric bacteria
and fungi, as hypothesized from expression proﬁles,
seem essential to understanding organic contamination
tolerance (Bell et al., 2014a; Yergeau et al., 2014). Above
ground, less research has been conducted with a metaorganismal approach in trees, although endophytes
have been demonstrated interacting within the system
(Doty et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2012; Khan et al., 2014;
Delhomme et al., 2015).
In light of these ﬁndings pertaining to the metaorganism and in the absence of strong evidence suggesting that tissue in higher eukaryotes is ever sterile of
foreign organisms, it would also seem useful to develop
RNA-seq data interpretation methodologies to allow
for observation of foreign organism-derived RNA sequences. Here, a strategy for annotating and interpreting RNA-seq in nonmodel plant species without
constraint to a single reference genome is assessed that
accepts the assumption that foreign organisms will always be present in plant tissue outside of strongly selective laboratory conditions. Three different RNA-seq
interpretation approaches are compared: (1) Ten individually assembled de novo transcriptomes with unconstrained annotation (allowing nonnative organisms);
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(2) reference genome mapping of each cultivar, which
assumes the presence of just a single organism; (3) de
novo assembly of a single, global transcriptome (including all 10 cultivars) with unconstrained annotation.
The poorly understood, yet likely multifaceted, crop
trait of phytoremediation is used as an exemplar treatment in place of simulated data, as it involves unknown
variables and only superﬁcially understood genetic
systems.
RESULTS
Hydrocarbon Contamination Phenotype of 10
Willow Cultivars

The contamination concentration in the soil considered contaminated was an average of 837.5 mg kg2
1
C10-C50, 62.5 mg kg21 PAHs, and 0.2 mg kg21 PCB,
whereas noncontaminated soil had no detectable C10C50, PAH, or PCB. Predicted biomass yields, calculated
from plot level harvest yields, had signiﬁcantly higher
biomass yields on the noncontaminated land, ranging
from 10 FW t ha21 (S05) to 60 FW t ha21 (SV1). Biomass
yields of trees grown on contaminated land from all
cultivars were relatively high, varying from 7 FW t ha2
1
(cultivar SV1) to 18 FW t ha21 (Millbrook; Fig. 1).
Mapping Extracted RNA to Independently de Novo
Assembled Transcriptomes

We acquired an average of 303 million paired-end
reads per cultivar (a total of 0.6 trillion nucleotides from
all 60 trees). The percentage of reads mapping to the
independent de novo assemblies ranged from 87% (Fish

Creek) to 82% (S05; Fig. 2). These mapping rates were
obtained using slightly more stringent alignment criteria than the default for increased conﬁdence. Mapping of the same data to the global transcriptome was
on average 10.22% less effective for each cultivar; this is
unsurprising given the nature of the assembly process
(the drop corresponds to the loss of some cultivarspeciﬁc contigs due to cultivar amalgamation). Mapping of RNA-seq data to the S. purpurea 94006 reference
genome ranged from 87.77% in Fish Creek (which was
equivalent to de novo mapping rates) to 45.75% in S44.
The two cultivars with the highest genome mapping
rates, Fish Creek and Millbrook, are the closest cultivars
in terms of species lineage: S. purpurea and S. purpurea x
S. miyabeana, respectively. The constructed cultivar
phylogeny, from 42 sets of commonly annotated DE
contigs from (independently assembled) de novo transcriptomes, was also used to estimate distance of each
cultivar from the S. purpurea 94006 reference genome
(Fig. 2). The distance calculated by the differences between these de novo assembled contigs closely matched
the genome mapping efﬁcacy.
Differential Expression of Genes (Independent de Novo)

An average of 314,133 unique contigs were assembled per cultivar (mean N50: 2173), from which
an average of 14,139 of those contigs were identiﬁed
as DE (4.82%) due to contamination, ranging from
24,968 DE contigs in SX67 to 8,602 DE contigs in SX61
(Supplemental Files S1 and S7). Of these DE unique
contigs, 82% were best annotated as Salix in origin on
average, while the rest were best annotated by nonSalix organisms or had no conﬁdent BLASTx hit in either NCBI nr, SwissProt, TrEMBL, or the Salix purpurea

Figure 1. Biomass yields. Biomass yield from for
all 10 cultivars grown on either contaminated or
noncontaminated land. Mean biomass yields
were measured as the total fresh weight of all
above-ground harvested biomass in the second
year of growth for each of four trees per cultivar
per treatment. Yields per hectare were projected
based on planting density. *Significant difference
between treatment (t test P , 0.05). Error bars
represent SE (n = 4 trees).
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Figure 2. Schematic transcriptomic approaches and mapped efficacy. A, A diagrammatic representation of the different transcriptomic strategies tested: 1. Independent de novo assemblies, 2. a single global assembly (including all 10 cultivars) and
standard mapping of reads to a reference genome. B, Left, a phylogeneic tree constructed from individual de novo assembled DE
contigs sharing common S. purpurea 94006 annotation (Sapur, at the top of the tree, represents the reference S. purpurea 94006).
Branch length is proportional to sequence divergence, and 1,000 bootstrap replications were performed to estimate percentage
branch support. Right, the percentage of illumina sequence reads mapping from each cultivar using the different assembly
approaches: independent de novo assemblies, a single global assembly, and mapping to the S. purpurea 94006 reference genome. Error bars represent SE (n = 3 trees).

94006 genome (no hit, bitscore ,50 or e-value .1024,
were classiﬁed as unknown).
Differential Expression of Contigs Annotated as Plant
(Independent de Novo)

An average of 11,636 contigs annotated as Salix were
identiﬁed as DE transcripts per cultivar, with SX67
having the highest number (20,956) and SX61 the lowest (7,349; Supplemental File S1). While this large variation in the number of unique DE transcripts was
identiﬁed between cultivars, very few Salix DE transcripts
6

were unique to treatment within each cultivar (#2% in all
cases), with variation instead being predominantly in relative abundance. DE Salix transcripts that were uniformly
expressed in very high abundance (fragments per kilobase
of transcript per million [FPKM]) across a number of cultivars in contaminated trees (in the top 1% in terms of
transcript abundance) encoded: thiamine thiazole synthase (TTS; SapurV1A.0229s0310.x.p, SapurV1A.0345s0250.
x.p, SapurV1A.0722s0220.x.p), thiamine biosynthesis protein ThiC (SapurV1A.1685s0060.x.p, SapurV1A.0041s0760.
x.p), universal stress A-like protein (SapurV1A.0088s0440.
x.p, SapurV1A.0180s0440.x.p, SapurV1A.2622s0030.x.p),
Plant Physiol. Vol. 171, 2016
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Figure 3. DE gene distribution and abundance (FPKM) weighted fold change. DE transcripts from individual de novo assemblies
of each of the 10 cultivars. Top: fold change (FC 2 log10) distribution of DE genes per treatment. Bottom: individual (normalized
mean) transcript counts (FPKM difference) per DE gene are segregated by fold change (for a weighted view of differential expression). Treatment represents contaminated trees, whereas control represents noncontaminated trees: all TTS and Rubisco
Plant Physiol. Vol. 171, 2016
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and Calvin cycle protein CP12 (SapurV1A.0158s0210.x.p,
SapurV1A.0180s0320.x.p; Fig. 3). As well as these, other
consistently high abundance transcripts common in
contaminated trees across cultivars encoded RNA biding proteins RBM24 (Splicing factor 3b, subunit 4),
RBM42 (Alternative splicing factor SRp20/9G8 [RRM
superfamily]), and a light harvesting chlorophyll a/b
binding protein.
Transcripts encoding Rubisco activase proteins
(SapurV1A.0281s0180.x.p, SapurV1A.0214s0360.x.p) were
the most consistently high abundance DE genes in noncontaminated trees across all the cultivars (except S44).
Other DE Salix transcripts uniformly expressed (in a
number of cultivars; Fig. 3) in extraordinary abundance
in noncontaminated trees (in the top 1% in terms of transcript abundance) encoded Plastid Fru 1,6-bisphosphate
aldolase (plastid FBA; SapurV1A.0091s0210), peroxisomal
(S)-2-hydroxy-acid/glycolate oxidase (peroxisome
GLO; SapurV1A.0207s0030.x.p, SapurV1A.0617s0030.x.p),
a speciﬁc glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH; SapurV1A.0053s0730.x.p), and isoprene synthase (SapurV1A.0312s0290.x.p).
Differential Expression of Contigs Annotated as Non-Plant
(Independent de Novo)

Differentially expressed sequences, annotated as
foreign to Salix and as non-plant, were present in all
cultivars (Fig. 4). A total of 1,283 unique DE contigs was
best annotated as deriving from metazoa across all the
cultivars encompassing 141 different species of origin.
The most abundant metazoan species of origin, in terms
of numbers of unique transcripts, was Drosophila sophophora with 201 DE unique transcripts identiﬁed. Of
these 201 sequences, 155 were in greater abundance in
noncontaminated trees (transcript abundance, FPKM)
whereas only 46 were in greater abundance in contaminated trees, totaling 293.61 and 70.38 FPKM, respectively. One of the other most abundant metazoan
species of origin was Tetranychus urticae. Differential
expression of these sequences, present in the cultivars
S365 and SV1, showed the same pattern as D. sophophora with 106 transcripts having greater expression in
noncontaminated trees, whereas only 9 transcripts
had greater expression in contaminated trees, totaling
234.76 and 28.00 FPKM, respectively.
Only 66 unique DE transcripts were best annotated as of bacterial origin and interacting with treatment via differential expression across the 10 cultivars
(Supplemental File S1; Fig. 4). These originated from 33
distinct bacteria. Compared to metazoa, this number of
unique transcripts was relatively low, yet some were in
very high abundance; for example, an uncharacterized
Salmonella enterica protein was extraordinarily high in
contaminated S25 trees (2482.76 FPKM). Escherichia coli

was the most omnipresent species responding to
treatment in terms of differential expression, present in
8 of the 10 cultivars.
The largest kingdom represented in non-plant DE
transcripts was fungi. A total of 1,663 unique transcripts
was identiﬁed as DE, spanning all 10 cultivars and putatively originating from 101 distinct species. The most
highly represented species was Pyrenophora tritici-repentis,
comprising 365 unique DE transcripts over ﬁve cultivars
(S05, SV1 S365, S44, and SX61). Unlike the arthropod
patterning of high expression in noncontaminated trees,
all P. tritici-repentis annotated transcripts had higher
abundance in contaminated trees. Once this global presence of foreign organism-derived RNA is recognized
across all the cultivars, it is interesting to analyze the annotated function of DE genes from foreign organisms.
One clear example of interest was the large increase in
expression of a Parastagonospora nodorum TTS gene, parallel in regulation to that of Salix TTS in treated trees. The
gene in question (SNOG_05965; UniProt unique identiﬁer
Q0UQJ9) was highly up-regulated in treated trees of three
independently assembled cultivars: S44, S365, and SV1. A
high bitscore and poBit provides good conﬁdence in homology of the translated protein hit as well as being the
best hit in the queried databases. It is also observable that
the sequence was present in trees under both treatments.
To further explore the foreign organism expression
and diversity of the system, the complete annotation of
all assembled contigs needed to be performed, including those that were not DE; this was achieved through
the construction of a global transcriptome.
Differential Expression of Unknown Contigs (Independent
de Novo)

An average of 13.03% of DE contigs currently (2015)
have no conﬁdent annotation (no BLASTx hit: bitscore
,50 or e-value .1024) in the major protein repositories
(nr, SWISS-Prot, TrEWBL) or the Salix genome. While
some of these sequences could be artifacts of the de
novo assembly process, many are not only identiﬁed as
DE due to treatment but are some of the most prominent sequences within each cultivar in terms of fold
change and abundance (FPKM; Fig. 3). All cultivars had
unknown DE sequences in the top 50 most abundant
transcripts in contaminated and noncontaminated
trees. Because of this extensive scale of expression, acknowledgment, and quantiﬁcation of these sequences,
often discarded out-of-hand during early bioinformatics
steps, is technically important in order to prevent issues
with library scaling and proportionality. Direct comparison of unknown DE contigs from independent de novo
assembly cannot be made with conﬁdence (via annotation) and so is instead performed using the global
transcriptome.

Figure 3. (Continued.)
activase transcripts are represented in blue and red respectively. The most abundant transcripts within the system are labeled, including
annotation species of origin if not Salix purpurea 94006. Viral PhiX 174 sequence is the control spike used in Illumia kits. PPDE $ 0.95.
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Mapping RNA to a Reference Genome

To compare the de novo assembly results, which
include identiﬁcation of foreign organism-derived
sequences, we used contemporary genome mapping
(align-and-assemble approach) against the S. purpurea
94006 reference genome. No foreign organism (or unknown) sequences present within RNA extracted from
plant material can be identiﬁed as such during the reference genome mapping, but Salix genes of sufﬁcient
nucleotide homology to the reference map should be
identiﬁed. An average of 5,657 DE unique transcripts
was identiﬁed across the cultivars, ranging from 11,276
in SX67 to 2,377 in S44. An average of 60.86% fewer
transcripts was identiﬁed as DE when compared to de
novo assemblies, the most being lost in cultivars S44
and S54. While this could be a product of additional
construction of false isoforms, sequence investigation
(Supplemental Data S1) indicates a substantial number
of highly expressed isoforms are true splice or cultivar
variants lost as either unpredicted by splice site analysis
or direct sequence diversity from the reference map.
Rubisco activase and TTS DE genes, identiﬁed by de
novo methods as the most extreme in terms of abundance in response to treatment, were successfully recognized using genome mapping (and were of uniform
regulation to de novo approaches; Supplemental Files
S2 and S8).
Forced Mapping Test

The possibility for the RNA expressed by foreign
organisms (present in plant tissue RNA extractions) to
map to the reference genome, and therefore be mistakenly characterized as native S. purpurea 94006 expression, was tested. Publicly available RNA-seq data
from four separate species were mapped directly onto
the S. purpurea 94006 reference genome, and these
comprised: Homo sapiens (human), Carassius auratus
(goldﬁsh), Pleurocybella porrigens (angel wing fungi),
and Oryza sativa (rice). This “forced mapping” process
revealed that sequence reads from each of these organisms did indeed map onto the reference genome and
would be falsely identiﬁed as native to Salix using
standard genome mapping. Only 0.09% of reads mismapped from human, 0.01% from goldﬁsh, 0.02% from
angel wing fungi, and 0.21% from rice (Fig. 5). The
impact of these reads could potentially be large because
of high mapping events. In an attempt to reduce this

Figure 4. Origin of unique DE contigs (independent de novo assemblies). Krona charts presenting an overview of all transcripts DE in independent de novo assemblies that were annotated as originating from
bacteria, fungi, or metazoa. The proportion of each taxonomic grouping

is defined by the number of unique transcripts, whereas the color represents the relative abundance (FPKM) of transcripts in each taxon
(upper color boundary was limited to improve differentiation by abundance). All 10 cultivars are included and split into noncontaminated
(left) and contaminated trees (right). This allows the lack of unique
transcript absence, but the strong transcript abundance treatment effect, between cultivars to be visualized. Completely interactive charts
are available at https://github.com/gonzalezem/Figure4/blob/master/
README.md.
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impact (of foreign RNA as a technical confounding
variable), a quick and simpliﬁed mapping strategy to
the S. purpurea 94006 transcriptome was devised. The
transcriptome mapping reduced mapping events by
95% in human, 50% in goldﬁsh, 50% in angel wing
fungi, and 75% in rice.
The Salix genes hosting these foreign reads varied in
number: 98 (153 transcripts) for human, 59 (86 transcripts)
for goldﬁsh, 83 (119 transcripts) for angel wing fungi, and
641 (1082 transcripts) for rice (Supplemental File S5). Out of
curiosity, we compared the fate of mismapped reads from
each organism and found mapping events in a number of
common Salix genes (Fig. 5; Supplemental File S4). Reads
from all four organisms directly mapped to Salix myosin H
chain-like protein (SapurV1A.0019s0450), actin (SapurV1A.0231s0320, SapurV1A.0655s0050, SapurV1A.0018s0700,
SapurV1A.0251s0180), a-Tubulin (SapurV1A.0019s0610),
elongation factor 1-alpha (SapurV1A.0023s0330, SapurV1A.0023s0340), and polyubiquitin (SapurV1A.0779s0090),
and would thus be treated as native to Salix. Sometimes
mapping was within coding regions while others were
highly repetitive and within the 59 untranslated region
(Supplemental File S4). The evolutionary distance of these
species from Salix suggests these highly conserved sequence regions may be ancient. As a different test of this,
we repeated the transcriptome mapping using DNAseq
from 20,000- to 60,000-year old Mammuthus primigenius
(woolly mammoth) DNA samples. Woolly mammoth
reads mapped to 81 Salix genes (118 transcripts); these
included 3 of the 5 common mismapped Salix genes: actin
(SapurV1A.0018s0700, SapurV1A.0251s0180), myosin H
chain-like protein (SapurV1A.0019s0450), and elongation
factor 1-alpha (SapurV1A.0023s0330, SapurV1A.0023s0340).
Mapping Extracted RNA to a de Novo Assembled
Global Transcriptome

To directly compare de novo assembled contigs between cultivars (as opposed to comparison via annotation), we assembled a single, global transcriptome
using all 60 trees and then compared DE genes from
each cultivar. This used the total of 3.03 billion pairedend reads (0.6 trillion bases) to assemble 612,041 unique
contigs (N50 of 913), which back-mapped an average of
76.83% of reads per cultivar. These were then ﬁltered,
removing those with zero abundance to leave 606,880
contigs in total.
Common DE Transcripts (Global de Novo)

An average of 10,004 contigs per cultivar was identiﬁed as DE due to contamination (an average of 7,662 was
annotated as Salix transcripts). S44 stood out as the most
distinct cultivar in terms of common DE genes, being
present in only 51% of the contigs shared by 9/10 cultivars (so, in most cases, the ﬁrst outlier; Supplemental
File S6). Rubisco activase and TTS contigs, the exemplar
treatment-related genes investigated in detail here, were
prevalent in their commonality throughout the Salix
cultivars but also in their sheer level of abundance. The
10

construction of a global transcriptome also allows the
identiﬁcation of common DE genes that were better
annotated outside of the Salix reference genome. Sixty
of these contigs were shared by all 10 cultivars (Fig. 6;
Supplemental File S6), with 2 TTS isoforms being the
most abundant shared transcripts in contaminated trees.
By using secondary annotation, included in the unconstrained annotation strategy, it is possible to conﬁrm that
the majority of these contigs have no homologous sequence within 10% of poBit of the primary annotation.
Full Annotation (Including non-DE) (Global de Novo)

The global transcriptome assembly had a greatly reduced number of contigs in total, 606,880 contigs vs
3,141,329 for all 10 cultivars assembled independently,
because of common genes shared between cultivars.
This reduction allowed complete assembly annotation
(including non-DE); 359,360 contigs (60%) were conﬁdently annotated. Of the 606,880 global transcriptome
contigs, those unique to a cultivar ranged from 1,062 to
3,197 except in those cultivars with a high presence
of foreign organisms (primarily fungi and metazoa),
which contained a high number of unique contigs: S25
(30,311), S365 (31,830), S44 (12,393), and SV1 (33,192;
Figs. 4, 7, 8). Only 118,738 unique contigs were shared
as common to all 10 cultivars. An average of 112,548
unique contigs was annotated as Salix per cultivar,
ranging from 96,851 (Fish Creek) to 131,494 (S365;
Supplemental File S3a).
The total of 359,360 unique contigs was annotated
from 1,588 species in the global transcriptome. A total
of 1,445 non-plant species was identiﬁed as being the
origin of annotation of 190,224 unique contigs, while
142 distinct (non-Salix) plant species were identiﬁed as
being the origin of annotation of 14,506 unique contigs
(shared across all cultivars; Figs. 7 and 8, half being
poplar). In total, 66 distinct non-plant species were
identiﬁed as being the origin of annotation for at least
1,000 unique contigs each (so were very highly represented), while 105 non-plant species were identiﬁed as
having relatively high expression (.100 FPKM within at least one cultivar of the global transcriptome;
Supplemental File S3a). The most prominent annotation species in terms of unique contigs numbers included fungi: Cryptococcus neoformas (15,432 unique
contigs, syn. Filobasidiella neoformans); bacteria: E. coli
(266); metazoa: D. melanogaster (5,305); Amoebozoa:
Dictyostelium discoideum (1,066, slime mold); Alveolates:
Tetrahymena thermophile (515, ciliated protist). The nonSalix plant contigs represented 8.6% of all the contigs
annotated as plant in total (this corresponds to the same
proportion of DE plant genes annotated as non-Salix).
No distance relationship in terms of recognized phylogeny was evident.
Contigs best annotated from the bacteria Salmonella
enterica were identiﬁed by total annotation of the global
transcriptome (including non-DE contigs). These contigs were present in every cultivar in both contaminated
and noncontaminated trees. Although the number of
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Figure 5. Forced mapping. Forced mapping was performed using the reference S. purpurea 94006 genome and the reference
S. purpurea 94006 transcriptome. The publically available RNA-seq data mapped against the references was derived from RNA
extracted from human, goldfish, angel wing fungi, rice, and woolly mammoth. A, When mapped against the S. purpurea 94006
genome, Salix genes hosted some foreign reads (mismapping) in all cases. B, When reads were mapped against the reference
Plant Physiol. Vol. 171, 2016
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unique transcripts was very low in all cultivars regardless of treatment, the abundance of transcripts
(FPKM) was extraordinarily high (the fourth most
abundant transcript origin in every cultivar; Table III;
Fig. 7).
DISCUSSION
Hydrocarbon Contamination Effect on Biomass Yields

Reduced biomass yields were observed in contaminated trees, but substantial variation existed in the extent of this reduction in different cultivars. While some
cultivars had very high yields on noncontaminated
land, no clear relationship between noncontaminated
and contaminated yields between cultivars was observed. This suggests elite phytoremediation cultivars most likely need to be directly selected by their
response to a speciﬁc contaminant as opposed to
by previous yield performance outside of phytoremediation systems. Extraordinarily high yields, as
projected up from plot level harvests of SV1, are often
seen in scientiﬁc ﬁeld trials and are potentially an
overestimate of true yields at larger scale cultivation.
However, the SV1 cultivar is a native (North American)
willow species (Salix dasyclados) that has previously
been shown to produce very high yields at ﬁeld scale,
often up to 30 t ha21 of oven weight biomass (Kopp
et al., 2001; Labrecque and Teodorescu, 2003, 2005).
What can be reasoned from these yields, and brought
later into interpretation of comparative leaf transcriptome data, is that trees grown on contaminated
land may be differentially expressing genes directly
reﬂecting contamination tolerance but may also reﬂect
the indirect contamination effect of the reduced growth
phenotype resulting from the whole organism tolerance
response.
Mapping Extracted RNA to Independently de Novo
Assembled Transcriptomes

The independent cultivar de novo assembly and annotation approach captured data from foreign organismderived RNA that should not map to the S. purpurea
94006 reference genome sequence. We also considered
the potential of capturing data in terms of translated protein sequences of sufﬁcient homology to the
S. purpurea 94006 reference genome or other plant species
that potentially would not map directly using conventional genome mapping (as too divergent at a nucleotide

level, this is directly assessed during genome mapping).
Very high mapping rates were maintained across all
cultivars (Fig. 2), and the number of unique DE contigs,
predominantly Salix but also identiﬁed from a diverse
array of organisms (Fig. 4), showed no relationship or
observable patterning reﬂective of phylogenetic distance
from the most genetically well-characterized willow,
S. purpurea 94006. The number of contigs identiﬁed as DE
(approximately 5%) is lower than could be expected
based on other studies in similar systems, such as that
performed by Pang et al. (2013) of 39.53%, but such rates
may be speciﬁc to each trait under investigation and the
nature of the assembly.
Plant Genes (Independent de Novo)

Of the large number of organisms represented in the
annotation of DE transcripts, highly characterized model
organism plants were overrepresented (Supplemental
File S1). It is unlikely that RNA was contaminated with
these foreign plants, and we assumed throughout the
analysis that these contigs were Salix transcripts yet to
be characterized as such, or more speciﬁcally, were
not present in, not annotated, or too divergent from
S. purpurea 94006 to be recognized. An interesting feature
of the additional secondary annotation, which corroborates this, is that when a particular contig is best represented by plant species other than the species of interest
(here being S. purpurea), there is increased conﬁdence that
there was no close Salix homolog (Supplemental Files S1,
S2 and S3). The dominance of these few, wellcharacterized model organisms (principally Populus and
Arabidopsis) is perhaps revealing evidence of how much
of this natural metatranscriptomic world is currently unknown and, correspondingly, how many organisms and
species are poorly characterized or entirely unknown.
These contigs, best annotated by non-Salix plants, represented an average of 3.11% of the DE plant transcripts
(11.7% in the global transcriptome including non-DE
transcripts), a similar proportion of 8% of plant annotated
DE genes were identiﬁed as non-Salix by a similar trial
using pot-grown Fish Creek willow (Gonzalez et al., 2015).
Salix Genes (Independent de Novo)

Rubisco activase, GAPDH, and plastid FBA were all
strongly up-regulated in noncontaminated trees, suggesting comparatively higher Calvin cycle activity
(Somerville et al., 1982; Parry et al., 2008). This is unsurprising given the stressful environment created by
petroleum hydrocarbon contamination. Increased FBA

Figure 5. (Continued.)
S. purpurea 94006 transcriptome, mismapping genes varied in number: 98 (153 transcripts) in human, 59 (86 transcripts) in goldfish,
83 (119 transcripts) in angel wing fungi, 641 (1082 transcripts) in rice, and 59 (118 transcripts) in woolly mammoth. All five
organisms commonly mismapped to two transcripts of S. purpurea 94006 actin (SapurV1A.0018s0700, SapurV1A.0251s0180),
one transcript encoding a myosin H chain-like protein (SapurV1A.0019s0450) and two elongation factor 1-alpha transcripts
(SapurV1A.0023s0330, SapurV1A.0023s0340). The transcript regions of this common mismapping are illustrated in
Supplemental File S4.
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Figure 6. DE genes common to all 10 cultivars. The global transcriptome allows comparison of cultivars directly based on contigs
(as opposed to annotation). Sixty DE contigs were shared by all 10 cultivars; as illustrated by the heatmap, all shared uniform
regulation in each cultivar. The phylogeny above the heatmap is the same is based on the constructed phylogeny. Green indicates
DE contigs with greater transcript abundance in contaminated trees, while red indicates those with greater abundance in
Plant Physiol. Vol. 171, 2016
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Figure 7. Flower graphs of the global transcriptome separated by cultivar. All transcripts (including those “unknown” in having
confident annotation hit) for each of the 10 cultivars within the de novo assembled global transcriptome. The size of the distal
node (i.e. species taxon) is proportional to the total number of unique transcripts. Kingdom and phylum wide patterning (consistent across cultivars) can be visualized by color (e.g. fungi consistently represented roughly one-third of unique transcripts
across every cultivar). Salix RNA was by far the most abundant relative transcript amount (as opposed to number of unique
transcripts) comprising approximately 90% FPKM. Completely interactive charts for all (and just DE) transcripts, including each
taxon name and unique transcript count, are available at https://github.com/gonzalezem/Figure7/blob/master/README.md.

has been shown to enhance both biomass yield and photosynthesis in Arabidopsis (Uematsu et al., 2012). Peroxisomal (S)-2-hydroxy-acid oxidase (GLO1 and GLO4), also
in higher abundance in noncontaminated trees, are
known to regulate glycolate oxidase protein levels in
leaves (Zhang et al., 2012) and, more recently, suppression of glycolate oxidase has been shown to deactivate
Rubisco, inhibiting photosynthesis in rice (Lu et al., 2014).
It is well documented that thiamine biosynthesis,
consistent with the high abundance of TTS in contaminated trees here, is up-regulated by persistent stress
(Rapala-Kozik et al., 2008; Rapala-Kozik et al., 2012),
speciﬁcally in leaves (Lingua et al., 2012), and that upregulation of thiazole moiety precursor transcripts
(HET-P) can confer improved tolerance to oxidative
stress and drought conditions (Rizhsky et al., 2004;
Rapala-Kozik et al., 2008). There have also been suggestions that such transcripts may play a role in DNA
repair and as a potential signaling molecule for abiotic
stress (Goyer, 2010). Importantly, in light of the strong
evidence of comparatively reduced Calvin cycle activity in contaminated trees, thiamine diphosphate is integral to RuBP regeneration in the Calvin cycle (in terms
of gene expression; Lindqvist et al., 1992). Concurrent

to this, a single light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b binding protein transcript was very highly up-regulated
in contaminated trees. Previous research has demonstrated that these proteins, in the antenna complexes of
the photosynthetic apparatus, can be up-regulated in
response to abiotic stress, perhaps due to a vulnerability to oxidative damage (Kurepin et al., 2015). In
particular, light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b binding
protein has been implicated as interacting with alterations to redox homeostasis via ABA signaling (Xu et al.,
2012a) and in response to lead contamination (Pradeep
Kumar et al., 2011). Calvin cycle CP12 (Fig. 3), a small
chloroplast protein increasingly recognized as master
regulator of the Calvin cycle, complexes to downregulate GAPDH under oxidative conditions to form
the binary complex A4-GAPDH/CP12, which strongly
suppresses GAPDH activity (see GAPDH expression
above; Wedel et al., 1997; Gontero and Maberly, 2012;
Michelet et al., 2013; López-Calcagno et al., 2014) and is
essential to the leaves’ response to abiotic/oxidative
stress (Yoo et al., 2011). The consistent up-regulation of
universal stress protein and isoprene synthesis also
agrees with the high abiotic stress conditions potentially
produced by hydrocarbon contamination (Maqbool

Figure 6. (Continued.)
noncontaminated trees. Intensity of color is scaled by log2 of relative FPKM. Two TTS transcripts where the most abundant shared
across all cultivars in contaminated trees, whereas a hypothetical protein (of poor functional characterization) was the highest
in noncontaminated trees. Heat maps for contigs that were DE in at least nine and at least eight cultivars are included in
Supplemental File S6. PPDE $ 0.95
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Figure 8. Krona charts of all contigs in the global transcriptome. Krona charts representing the taxonomic origin of annotation of
all contigs present in the global transcriptome of all 10 cultivars and including nondifferentially expressed contigs. The proportion
of each taxonomic grouping is defined by the number of unique contigs (606,880 in total). Bacteria, fungi, and metazoa are
presented from the same charts to illustrate the depth and complexity of life in willow leaves. A completely interactive chart,
including unique transcript counts (separated by cultivar) at each taxon, is available at https://github.com/gonzalezem/Figure8/
blob/master/README.md.

et al., 2009; Loukehaich et al., 2012) and particularly in
response to oxidative stress (Nachin et al., 2005; Vickers
et al., 2009).
RNA biding proteins are emerging as regulators of
plant responses to environmental stress (Ambrosone
et al., 2012). RBM24 (Splicing factor 3b, subunit 4; high
homologous to RNA chloroplast RNA binding protein

CP29, also a subunit of the antenna complex) was
shown to be up-regulated in response to abiotic stress,
such as cold stress (Andersson et al., 2001; Yakushevska
et al., 2003; Amme et al., 2006). RBM42 (Alternative
splicing factor SRp20/9G8, RRM superfamily) has been
characterized as a stress responsive spliceosome protein (Cavaloc et al., 1999; Duque, 2011).
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The highly consistent pattern, observed repeatedly
across multiple cultivars, suggests these are common
elements of Salix-wide phytoremediation equipment
and, as such, could be good expression markers for
similar abiotic stress responses.
Non-Plant RNA (Independent de Novo)

One of the assumptions accepted in the design of de
novo assembly annotation here was that RNA originating from foreign organisms is likely present in RNA
extracted from plant tissue. More precisely in terms of
methodological approach, unless sequence origin (beyond the target organism of interest) is permitted and
foreign RNA presence is directly assessed, there is a risk
that any subsequent data interpretation could be dangerously confounded. These dangers come from both
potential technical and biological confounding variables; technical issues relating to proportionality in library
normalization and biological uncertainty surrounding
presence of foreign organisms (not observable) during
experimentation (Thoemmes et al., 2014; Gonzalez et al.,
2015). Once the genes available to respond to treatment
are acknowledged as variable, the paradigm relating
to treatment comparison to control (up- or downregulation) is undermined. It is therefore helpful to instead view the metagenome as dynamic with respect to
treatment. Given this complexity of extra-laboratory biological systems, we considered expression in terms of
relative abundance in each treatment.
Contigs best annotated as non-plant RNA were
identiﬁed in every tree of every cultivar. The ubiquitous
presence of bacteria is not surprising within the metaorganism (although often incorrectly considered absent
from polyA-enriched mRNA; Cao and Sarkar, 1992;
Sarkar, 1996; Kushner, 2004; Slomovic et al., 2005, 2006;
Mohanty et al., 2008; Mohanty and Kushner, 2011)
considered absent from polyA-enriched mRNA) but
does conﬁrm the value of unconstrained annotation.
The entirety of the bacterial mRNA present in the tissue
is likely not represented because of the polyA enrichment and, while the presence of bacterial sequence
within the biological system is of very high certainty
here, the polycistronic nature of the transcriptional unit
in prokaryotes is currently difﬁcult to assess with operon prediction still in its infancy (Güell et al., 2011;
Fortino et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015). Technology is
being developed to more conﬁdently identify the transcriptional unit from de novo assembled contigs, such
as Rockhopper (Tjaden, 2015) and Trinity’s jaccard-clip
(Haas et al., 2013), but is not explored here. High
numbers of unique contigs and high abundance of
transcripts were observed as DE from fungi and metazoa in a cultivar-speciﬁc manner (Fig. 4). This strongly
suggests a potential to confound Salix expression if
observed in isolation (Gonzalez et al., 2015). In terms of
direct biological interaction of these foreign organisms
with the Salix response to contamination, there was
extensive and complex cross-talk between these organisms. For example, it is interesting to note that a TTS
16

isoform (SNOG_05965) of the fungi Phaeosphaeria
nodorum was DE and uniformly in higher abundance in
contaminated trees in three independent cultivars: S44,
S365, and SV1. The role of TTS here, in both Salix and
Phaeosphaeria, is poorly understood in this context. Such
data allow simple and promising hypothesis generation
for future research. The E. coli protein Streptomycin 39’adenylyltransferase was also identiﬁed as DE and in
greater abundance in contaminated trees in six cultivars: Millbrook, S44, S54, SV1, SX61, and SX67. The
protein has previously been isolated as present in 3% of
organisms from a wastewater metagenomic assembly
(Gomez-Alvarez et al., 2012).
The identiﬁcation of unknown contigs, often DE and
in high abundance, was universal to all cultivars here
and represented the second largest group of annotation
(or lack thereof) after Salix. Maintaining (not discarding) such unknown sequence aligns with the understanding that only a small fraction of the genes and
isoforms that exist on earth have yet been sequenced.
The identiﬁcation of these sequences may not be of
immediate importance (other than the technical advantages of tracking read fate) but, as all sequences are
maintained and associated to this large scale ﬁeld trail,
such information may become relevant and even help
prevent experimental repetition in the future. Direct
comparison of unknown contigs between cultivars was
made using the global transcriptome.
Mapping Extracted RNA to a Reference Genome

As the scale of the 10 de novo assemblies was relatively large compared to previous research, parity of
results with contemporary genome mapping was tested
using a reference genome, S. purpurea 94006. Similar
results in terms of the exemplar genes, selected as
having consistent expression interaction with contamination treatment (across multiple cultivars), were
observed as from de novo assembled transcriptomes.
Such parity of the major ﬁndings also supports the use
of de novo assembly and unconstrained annotation
methods when a reference genome is not available as
well as conﬁrming that previous genome mapping research in the ﬁeld is not necessarily confounded by
foreign organisms or genetic divergence from the reference genome.
The efﬁcacy with which each cultivar mapped to the
S. purpurea 94006 reference genome followed the phylogenetic relationships predicted from independent de
novo assemblies very strongly (Fig. 2; Supplemental
Files S1 and S2). This illustrated the extent to which
larger proportions of data are lost during genome
mapping as cultivars or species become more divergent from the reference genome. The comparative read
mapping rates also suggest that these lost data can
potentially be retained via de novo assembly. The very
substantial shortfall in the percentage of reads mapping
in all cultivars other than Fish Creek (the closest relative to the reference genome) is potentially worrying in
terms of the biology being overlooked. The separation
Plant Physiol. Vol. 171, 2016
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of assembly and annotation in a de novo approach allows the high resolution assembly of nucleotide sequences but also a more forgiving, and informative,
separate annotation via translated protein sequence.
This loss of data, unless a sterilized clone of a reference
genome is being sequenced, is important to consider for
researchers mapping a nonmodel organism to a related
reference genome directly.
The information retention in de novo assembly
(where .90% of additional reads mapped compared to
standard mapping of the most distant cultivars to the
reference genome) was further improved by additional
annotation provided by major available protein repositories not present in the reference genome. Often when
comparing different genetic backgrounds, the very aim
is to identify genetics underpinning variation, identifying only gene expression that is common to the reference genome could limit the identiﬁcation of these
important factors of variation. The use of translated
nucleotide sequence instead of nucleotide sequence for
annotation (or assembly and annotation) may seem
counter-intuitive in terms of conﬁdence in annotation;
however, the imperative contemporary need is to exploit
RNA-seq technology for the nonmodel organismal
world, representing approximately 99.99% of what is
currently unknown (Mora et al., 2011; Ellegren, 2014). A
long-term beneﬁt of this approach is that annotation can
be improved as major repository databases become more
populated, but also, in the short term, that differences
between Salix trees here are captured as opposed to discarded out of hand. Such differences are important to
explore if the genetics beyond model organisms are to be
understood (and phenotypes improved).
Foreign organism gene expression within the tissue
was lost from the genome mapping analysis. Recent
research has demonstrated how this foreign organism
gene expression can be indicative of fundamentally
confounding biological variation. In Salix, the potential
for strong biological interaction was demonstrated with
a crop pest, Tetranychus urticae (the two-spotted spider
mite), having greater expression in 99% of its genes in
trees cultivated on noncontaminated soil than on contaminated soil (Gonzalez et al., 2015). Without the assessment of foreign organism gene expression, the very
strong corresponding up-regulation of Salix resistance
genes in noncontaminated trees would have been attributed erroneously (as down-regulation of resistance
genes) to contamination response. Given a system of
unknown complexity, it would seem prudent to allow
observation of such interactions. Interestingly, one of
the cultivars (S365) showed the same pattern of differential spider mite gene expression, with 92% of genes
being up-regulated in noncontaminated trees.
As well as foreign organisms having the potential to
act as biological confounding variables, the potential for
all the identiﬁed non-plant RNA to technically interact
with genome mapping by being mistakenly mapped (or
mismapped) to the S. purpurea 94006 reference genome
(and therefore adversely interacting with statistical differential expression analysis) was considered.

Forced Mapping

To test whether foreign organism-derived RNA-seq
reads can potentially mismap directly to a reference
genome, we performed “forced mapping” of non-Salix
RNA-seq datasets to the salix reference genome. Some
foreign RNA did mismap to the S. purpurea 94006 reference genome from all organisms tested. It is difﬁcult to
quantify the degree to which such mismapping would
affect statistical analysis of differential expression in
standard genome mapping of RNA extracted from plant
tissue; however, while the rates of mismapping were
relatively low, the potential for DE data to be compromised is clearly established. Given this potential, the test
was repeated using transcriptome mapping designed
to deliberately reduce mismapping events. The transcriptome mapping successfully reduced mismapping at
the expense of isoform resolution, somewhat less essential in mapping here owing to de facto loss of data resolution in the form of cultivar variants.
RNA-seq has helped reveal a high degree of protein
sequences conservation across eukaryotes. For example,
Daetwyler et al. (2014) recently identiﬁed SMC2 as having
conserved sequence in a broad spectrum of eukaryotes.
We compared the fate of the mismapped reads from the
four external organisms tested (human, goldﬁsh, angel
wing fungi, and rice) to see if any Salix genes were promiscuous in hosting reads from more than one organism.
Five Salix genes were identiﬁed as common hosts to RNAseq reads from all four organisms. There were stretches of
high conservation in these sequences at the amino acid
level between all species; third base codon degeneracy was
often present but not great enough to prevent seed mapping of reads (using standard, default alignment criteria).
The same forced mapping was then performed using
DNA sequencing of an extinct organism (representing
some of the oldest DNA available to us), the woolly
mammoth (Lynch et al., 2015), where three of the ﬁve
ubiquitous genes with regions of high conservation also
mismapped. As the number of Salix genes hosting reads
from each organism (mapped independently) was relatively small, such commonality is rather surprising.
Some of those common regions were highly repetitive,
but others encode protein regions that have seemingly
changed little for over 500 million years; it is likely they
play important roles for cell and organism integrity as a
whole. Many more additional mismaping genes were

Table I. Cultivar information (Lauron-Moreau et al., 2015)
Fish Creek
SX67
SX61
S05 (clone: 5005)
S25
S365
SV1
S54
S44 (clone:5044)
Millbrook

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
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purpurea
miyabeana
miyabeana
nigra
eriocephala
caprea
3 dasyclados
acutifolia “wild”
alba
purpurea 3 S. miyabeana
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Table II. De novo assembly information
Individual Transcriptomes

Global Transcriptome

Cultivar
Fish
Mill
S05
S25
S365
S44
S54
SV1
SX61
SX67 All cultivars
Number of reads
563M
599M
576M
632M
566M
589M
578M
558M
617M
590M
6,052M
Contigs assembled
229,892 284,102 345,260 280,401 408,700 391,709 307,747 407,182 240,622 245,704
612,041
Number of Trinity genes 63,434 78,211 106,237 109,119 206,887 154,119 93,073 198,086 74,223 72,740
512,657
N50
2,456
2,147
1,628
2,656
2,063
2,040
1,831
2,206
2,376
2,323
913

shared between four of the ﬁve organisms. All of the
ubiquitously common genes (as well as the majority of
genes common to 4/5 organisms) detected as highly
likely to mismap between eukaryotic life were involved in the cytoskeleton. When mismapping reads
were blasted back against their respective genome
sequences, gene homologs were usually returned. For
example, the human reads mismapping Salix elongation factor 1 alpha returned the human homolog
(EEF1A2, nr). However, in the case of highly repetitive
sequence ([tc]14[ac]26) of the Salix myosin H chain-like
protein (within the 59 untranslated region and so not
present in the Salix duplicate gene), some mismapping
human reads seemingly come from sequence inside a
membrane-associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK), interestingly characterized by an ability to form proteinprotein interactions with cytoskeleton proteins and
microtubule/actin machinery (speciﬁcally, DLG2, which
has structural and functional roles associated with the
cortical actin cytoskeleton; Handa et al., 2007). As
housekeeping genes, such as these (Nicot et al., 2005), are
often used as comparative reference controls for techniques such as qPCR, we recommend care be taken to
ensure primers are designed within regions unique to an
organism of interest. This potential for mismapping is
important given that fungi seem present in the majority
of plant tissue, less so for goldﬁsh and woolly mammoths
(unlikely to be present in the leaves of trees).
Mapping Extracted RNA to a de Novo Assembled
Global Transcriptome

The ability to directly compare contigs at a sequence
level using the de novo assembled global transcriptome,
as opposed to comparison via annotation, improved
conﬁdence that foreign plant annotated contigs do represent currently uncharacterized Salix genes (as of August 2015), as many examples were shared throughout
Salix but are not present in the reference genome
(Supplemental File S3b). Commonly DE contigs conﬁrmed that the high abundance contigs annotated with
the same S. purpurea 94006 genes in independent de novo
assembly, and highlighted as genes of interest, shared
sequence similarity as well as annotation. Interestingly,
all DE contigs shared by every cultivar were commonly
regulated in relation to contamination (Fig. 6) and also
included a hypothetical protein (poorly characterized) as
the most abundant in noncontaminated trees shared
across all cultivars (deserving further study). The
secondary annotation (retention of other very good
18

sequence annotation hits) was useful in navigating the
large number of contigs that were distinct from the S.
purpurea 94006 reference genome. The most abundant DE
genes that were conserved between cultivars (yet distant
from the reference genome) and annotated as plants
other than Salix derived from poplar, Arabidopsis, and
common grape vine. Unknown DE contigs represented
an average of 13% of all DE contigs in independent cultivar de novo assemblies; these could be artifacts of the
de novo assembly process or genuine uncharacterized
genes. We directly compared unknown DE contigs
across the cultivars using the global transcriptome.
Those shared between all or multiple cultivars (Fig. 6;
Supplemental File S3b) and of uniform expression are
likely genuine uncharacterized genes as opposed to artifacts, and remain valuable candidates for future investigation and functional characterization.
Total Annotation of the Global Transcriptome (Including
non-DE Contigs)

We found no published examples of RNA-seq of any
tree organ being free of RNA from foreign organisms if
such a ﬁnding was permitted (Doty, 2008, 2009; Bosch
and McFall-Ngai, 2011; Bell et al., 2014b; Khan et al., 2014).
Whether such large amounts of foreign organism-derived
RNA is in great enough abundance to act as a confounding variable in terms of technical quantiﬁcation of RNA
from the organism of interest, or in terms of the biological
question being posed, is currently impossible to know
without ﬁrst performing some degree of analysis allowing
observation (Thoemmes et al., 2014). We therefore suggest the necessity of performing at least cursory de novo
assembly and unconstrained annotation before mapping
RNA-seq data to a reference genome in experimental
Table III. Salmonella enterica FPKM and unique transcripts in each
cultivar
Genotype

Number of
Unique Transcripts

Total FPKM
Noncontaminated

Total FPKM
Contaminated

Fish Creek
Millbrook
S05
S25
S365
S44
S54
SV1
SX61
SX67

5
5
10
6
17
12
5
16
7
5

4,171
4,573
8,605
2,451
3,826
2,478
936
3,211
5,942
2,143

12,303
8,194
8,901
7,131
8,271
10,892
7,783
5,135
11,689
12,831
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systems save those in model organisms grown under very
high selection in controlled laboratory conditions.
All contigs in the system were treated as unknown,
with annotation of assembled sequence only representing the best information currently available for
describing unknown sequence. In terms of conﬁdent
presence or absence of a given organism within the
system, conﬁdence can be somewhat improved by the
high number of independent contigs annotated by a
given species. Many of these organisms are considered
tree symbionts or pathogens and were identiﬁed as
being the origin of annotation of over 1,000 unique
contigs (Figs. 7 and 8), including organisms such as
T. uricae (spider mite; Grbi!c et al., 2011), Melampsora laricipopulina (poplar leaf rust fungi; Rinaldi et al., 2007),
Rhodotorula graminis (pigmented yeast; Khan et al.,
2012), and Acanthamoeba castellanii (Herdler et al., 2008).
The highly complex cross-talk indicated by such expression is best assessed through differential expression
analysis because of the scale of information and uncertainty present within the system. Very high numbers
of unique contigs were assembled and best annotated
as Homo sapiens (human) or Mus musculus (mouse) in
every tree (representing the second and third most
abundant metazoa after D. melanogaster). It is important
to note that this could be contamination of each tree
sample but, given the general overrepresentation of
extensively studied organisms in the system, more
likely demonstrates the extent of uncharacterized
genes or organisms within the biosphere (Ekblom and
Galindo, 2011).
One of the complications that arises when foreign
organism RNA is acknowledged in RNA-seq data is a
change to the paradigm of up- or down-regulation with
respect to control, as an organism with the capacity to
alter expression can be present or absent in either a
control or treatment group. This presence or absence
could be a biological interaction with treatment in itself
(Gonzalez et al., 2015) and so reveals new difﬁculty in
interpretation of differential expression. The complete
annotation of the global transcriptome allowed preliminary investigation into whether differential expression was driven by presence/absence of contigs in
each treatment group or instead reﬂected an expression
interaction with treatment. By not treating the genome’s capacity to respond as static, the system may
potentially better reﬂect the natural, nonlaboratory
world; however, it is noted that there was a surprisingly
small difference in unique contigs between treatments
within any cultivar (Figs. 3 and 4). Variation was very
much in the levels of expression as opposed to the potential for expression due to absence of foreign genes
within a given treatment (as reﬂected in T. urticae differential expression here and in other recent research
that also explored tissue variation; Gonzalez et al., 2015).
There were, however, large differences between cultivars
in terms of the unique contigs present. In light of these
ﬁndings, it seems likely that each tissue, within each
different cultivar, acts as a unique ecological environment providing variant niches, thus resulting in large

changes to species population demography. This agrees
more closely with the niche theory of the shaping of
metaorganismal communities than the more stochastic,
neutral theory (Smillie et al., 2011; Jeraldo et al., 2012).
CONCLUSIONS

From the data generated here and available literature,
we suggest that all major plant organs may contain
foreign organisms and foreign organism-derived RNA
outside of artiﬁcially controlled laboratory experiments.
Further to this, for transcriptomic studies, a de novo assembly and metatranscriptomic annotation step should
be conducted before the possibility of fundamentally
confounding variables, in the form of foreign organismderived RNA, can be discounted or sufﬁciently controlled
for. The metatranscriptomic approach reveals it can be
useful to consider each plant tissue, of each speciﬁc
cultivar, as a potentially unique environment or habitat,
resulting in a diverse local population of organisms potentially spanning all domains and numerous kingdoms;
the metagenome being dynamic with respect to gene
expression in the organism as a whole.
We also put forward the explanation that low read
mapping rates often observed in crop transcriptomic
studies are likely due to two factors: ﬁrst, foreign
organism-derived RNA (as well as uncharacterized
sequence) that mismap at a low rate to the organism of
interest and second, mapping to a reference genome
may be difﬁcult in nonmodel organisms due to the divergence of the accession of interest to the reference
genome unless clonal.
Extensive variation was present in Salix gene expression between cultivars; however, some clear commonalities in gene expression were shared between all,
suggesting the global toolkit of phytoremediation
machinery necessary for tolerance to petroleum hydrocarbon induced stress in Salix includes consistent
alteration of photosynthesis regulation and protection
of photosynthetic equipment from oxidative stress.
Conversely, such commonalities are unlikely to drive
the natural variation observed between cultivars, variation that is independent of the biomass yields achieved
when cultivated under more favorable conditions.
RNA-seq provides an incredibly powerful tool to
uncover that which is currently obscure in the biological world; efforts should be made to ensure the close
integration and iterative interaction of classical biology
and the rapidly advancing ﬁeld of bioinformatics, both
of which are mutually dependent and necessary for
future headway into what seems increasingly obvious
is a metaorganismal world.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Site, Cultivar, and Contamination Composition
The trial was established on the site of a former petrochemical plant in
Varennes, southern Quebec, Canada (45° 46’ N, 73° 22’ W). The site included one
area contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (C10-C50s at an average of
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837.5 mg kg21, PAHs 62.5 mg kg21, and PCBs 0.2 mg kg21) and one that was
noncontaminated (C10-C50s ,100 mg kg21, PAHs ,0.1 mg kg21, and PCBs ,
0.017 mg kg21; Yergeau et al., 2014; Gonzalez et al., 2015; Grenier et al., 2015).
Field design was previously published (Bell et al., 2014a; Hassan et al., 2014;
Grenier et al., 2015) with each area covering 300 m2 with 75 2-year-old trees per
cultivar. Cuttings were established at a density of 30,000 ha21, consisting of
rows planted 1 m apart and trees within rows planted 30 cm from each other.
Only 10 of 11 cultivars were sampled for RNA extraction (the site also included
one non-planted control; Table I). Ten leaves (between the ﬁfth and ﬁfteenth
fully unfurled leaves) from the tip of the tallest stem were harvested from four
trees and ﬂash frozen as individual tree replicates for RNA extraction. Soil
samples were analyzed using ICP-MS by AGAT Laboratories (Montreal, QC).

RNA Extraction and Illumina Sequencing
RNA was extracted using a modiﬁed CTAB protocol (Chang et al., 1993;
Gambino et al., 2008) with RNA quantity and quality assessed with a BioAnalyser (Agilent). After initial characterization of RNA quality, only the three
best extractions per cultivar per treatment were sequenced. Genome Quebec
Innovation Centre performed library construction (TrueSEquation 100 bp
paired-ends libraries, Illumina TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kit). PolyA
containing mRNA was puriﬁed using polyT magnetic beads before random
hexamer pairing for the cDNA synthesis. The samples were sequenced (four per
lane) using an Illumina HiSEquation 2000 sequencing system. Sequencing information and quality control data are provided in Supplemental File S7 (raw
data are provided in Supplemental Data S1). The viral sequence phiX174 is used
as a spike control within the Illumina HiSEquation 2000 sequencing system; this
was discarded from data interpretation.

De Novo Assembly
Data were ﬁltered using Trimmomatic (Lohse et al., 2012) to trim poor
quality nucleotides at the beginning and the end of each sequence. Reads
shorter than 40 bp after quality control were removed from the pool. Reads
were assembled de novo individually by cultivar and into a single global
transcriptome (Table II; Fig. 2) using Trinity software with default parameters
(Haas et al., 2013). Transcripts shorter than 200 bp were discarded. Sequences
qualiﬁed as a Trinity “gene” were the union of transcripts similar enough to be
considered by Trinity as putative isoforms of the same gene.
Bowtie2 software (Langmead, 2010; Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) was
used to map RNA-seq reads back to de novo transcriptomes with the additionally stringent alignment criteria to improve conﬁdence (these included
enabling rejection of discordant alignment and mixed alignment; Supplemental
File S7). This yielded an average mapping efﬁciency of 86% of reads for individual de novo transcriptome assemblies and 77% for the global transcriptome
(Fig. 2). This is a lower mapping efﬁciency than can be obtained using default
parameters (tested at an average of 93% read mapping for cultivar S365;
Supplemental File S7). Raw and normalized transcript abundance was calculated using eXpress (Roberts and Pachter, 2013) with default parameters. EBSeq
(Leng et al., 2013) was used to identify DE transcripts between the two experimental conditions in each cultivar. EBSeq can be less prone to adjust
perceived outliers or to discard data due to FDR control than some programs
(Soneson and Delorenzi, 2013). Signiﬁcance is identiﬁed and expressed as
posterior probability of differential expression (PPDE) $0.95 (Leng et al.,
2013; Supplemental Files S1–S3, S6). RT-qPCR was not used to validate gene
expression due to the prerequisite for highly characterized sequence data
(Unamba et al., 2015). A number of criteria need to be met for qPCR reference
genes to be regarded as reliable (Chervoneva et al., 2010), importantly, traditional “housekeeping” genes (such as b-actin and 18S) have been extensively
acknowledged as unstable in numerous biological systems (Gorzelniak et al.,
2001; Solanas et al., 2001; Glare et al., 2002; Raaijmakers et al., 2002; Brunner
et al., 2004; Gonçalves et al., 2005; Nicot et al., 2005; González-Verdejo et al.,
2008; Barsalobres-Cavallari et al., 2009; Paolacci et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2012b;
Jiang et al., 2014; Llanos et al., 2015). While many of these cited studies establish
expression stability of more appropriate nontraditional reference genes, the
scale and complexity of multiple nonmodel plant cultivars (in this extralaboratory research) makes such establishment problematic without using
RNA-Seq itself to establish transcriptome-wide expression.
Phylogenetic relationships (Fig. 2) were estimated using DE contigs from
independent de novo assemblies that shared the same S. purpurea 94006 annotation (in eight or more cultivars). All retained contigs were aligned by
Muscle (Edgar, 2004) in Geneious (Kearse et al., 2012) and then concatenated in
20

a single alignment. Regions of alignment with .30% missing data as well as
ambiguously aligned regions (that represented ,0.4% of the total alignment)
were removed. The resulting alignment of 66,535 nucleotides was analyzed
with phyml vers. 3 (Guindon et al., 2010) with 1,000 bootstrap replications to
estimate percentage branch support.

Annotation
The nonmodel organism metatranscriptomic (unconstrained) annotation
strategy, which queries a broad range of protein sequence repositories, was
performed as outlined by Gonzalez et al. (Gonzalez et al., 2015). Brieﬂy, the de
novo assembled contigs were annotated using three major protein databases
(nr, SwissProt, and TrEMBL) as well as the S. purpurea 94006 reference genome.
A novel method for selecting annotation from BLASTx returns was used.
The annotation selection procedure aims at improving homology inference
compared to selections based simply on an Expect-value (e-value) and/or a score
for similar sequence (bitscore), which can, in some cases, lead to a poor choice of
the best hit for a given query. Speciﬁcally, BLAST was not designed to calculate
protein homology but uses a heuristic method to produce an e-value and bitscore; what can be derived from BLAST output has been usefully discussed by
Pearson and Sierk (2005): “if a similarity score is not random, then the sequences
must be not unrelated.” In other terms, every alignment that passes a reasonable e-value test denotes statistically signiﬁcant sequence similarity, suggesting
the sequences are related. E‐values , 10‐6 for nucleotide BLAST (BLASTn,
megaBLAST) and e‐value , 10‐3 for protein BLAST (BLASTp, BLASTx; Altschul
et al., 1990) are often considered appropriate statistical cut-offs in annotation
strategies. However, it seems then unreasonable to pick e-value, a true statistical value, as an indicator to differentiate our best BLAST hits. Moreover,
e-value is database (or library) size dependent (Karlin and Altschul, 1990) and
an e-value threshold becomes less reliable as the size of the database decreases
(Wood-Charlson et al., 2015). Normalized scores (or bitscores), derived from
substitution scoring matrices, are library size independent (Karlin and Altschul,
1990) and thus directly comparable. Due to the relatively complex theory behind heuristic methods, BLAST-ranked output results may be seen as a windfall; however, a number of articles urge biologists to treat BLAST hits with
caution, such as that by Pertsemlidis and Fondon (2001): “Although normalized
scores allow comparison of the results of searches using different scoring systems, they are an extreme reduction of the rich information available in an
alignment.”
Given multiple high scoring alignments for a single sequence (generated due
to the complexity present in nonsimulated biological data), all statistically
characterized as nonrandom, a method to select a best alignment is necessary.
BLAST returns hits sorted by lowest e-value and, for returns with common
e-value, sorted by highest bitscore. While this is often not a problem for very high
scoring hits, for sequences that are less well represented in a database (common
when nonmodel organisms are investigated), the best alignments can potentially be lost. We developed a method that allows us to conﬁdently choose the
best alignment beyond highest bitscore alone.

Percentage Optimal Bitscore
The scoring matrix BLOSUM62, which is the default in BLAST, was chosen as
a good compromise for scoring protein sequences of unknown divergence in the
attempt to consider the samples without any prejudice regarding species diversity. Bitscores ,50 are generally considered very unreliable (Roux et al., 2013;
Wright et al., 2014) so were removed and an e-value requirement of ,1024 was
applied. Hits with similar bitscores do not necessarily align to the same part of
the protein or have similar alignment length, underlining the risk in considering
them as “similar.” We believe this apparent pitfall, sometimes made due to a
misconception regarding the nature of bitscore in BLAST output (Pertsemlidis
and Fondon, 2001; Pearson and Sierk, 2005), could be avoided by considering
an optimal bitscore, representing the highest possible bitscore generated by a
given alignment. Simply aligning the part of the protein involved in the
alignment with itself gives the optimal bitscore (previous scoring parameters
are maintained).
The actual bitscores obtained can then be compared to the optimal bitscore
to yield a percentage: bitscore / optimal bitscore * 100. We called this percentage
optimal bitscore (poBit; Supplemental File S7). Because there is an inherent bias
favoring short alignments, a weighted value for each annotation was assigned,
or a conﬁdence coefﬁcient, based on the highest scoring alignment. For a set of
alignments for a given unique contig, we deﬁned the conﬁdence coefﬁcient as
bitscore / highest alignment bitscore. By weighting the poBit with the conﬁdence coefﬁcient, we obtain a corrected poBit able to differentiate annotation hits
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of similar bitscores with increased conﬁdence. The highest poBit reveals the best
scoring alignment for a given contig, hence is considered as the best annotation
provided by BLAST (Supplemental File S7, example table).
Using the poBit ﬁlter for annotation, a substantial number of DE transcripts,
often present across multiple of our Salix cultivars and of uniform regulation,
were best annotated by non-Salix plant species (Supplemental File S1). These
sequences, because of their consistent assembly, annotation, and differential
expression between multiple independent cultivars, likely represent a large
number of uncharacterized Salix genes of potential inﬂuence in the advanced
stress tolerance mechanisms present in willow. The capacity to annotate these
genes greatly increased the number of DE isoforms available for downstream
hypothesis generation relating to the biological trait of interest. Separate but
related to this, we extended the methodological approach (driven toward the
biological unknown and acknowledging the uncertainty present in these bioinformatics methods) by also retaining those BLAST hits that were not selected
but have a high comparable poBit (within 10%). By including this extra information within a secondary set of annotation (Supplemental Files S1–S3), a biologist can gain conﬁdence in a particular annotation as well as, importantly,
reminding the biologist that BLAST annotation of an unknown sequence is, in
almost all cases, uncertain. The number of primary annotation hits in the global
transcriptome was 359,360, while the number of secondary annotation hits was
6,002,308.

Mapping to a Reference Genome
We also mapped reads to the S. purpurea 94006 reference genome (Salix
purpurea v1.0, DOE-JGI, http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?
alias=Org_Spurpurea). The Tuxedo protocol (Trapnell et al., 2012) was used to
assemble the transcriptome from each cultivar against the reference genome:
Tophat, Cufﬂinks, Cuffmerge, Cuffquant, Cuffnorm, Cuffdiff, and CummeRbund
were all executed with default parameters. To compare these results with the de
novo transcriptome assembly approach, we also calculated differential expression
using EBSeq with abundance extracted from Cuffdiff output.
Forced mapping, the mapping of RNA known to be foreign to a reference
map, was performed using the reference Salix purpurea 94006 genome (using
Tophat as above) and reference Salix purpurea 94006 transcriptome (using
Bowtie2 as above). Publically available non-Salix RNA-seq data used for forced
mapping were acquired from Homo sapiens (human, EBI: PRJEB6971); Pleurocybella porrigens (angel wing fungi, EBI: DRR003995; EBI: DRR003996; Suzuki
et al., 2013); Carassius auratus (goldﬁsh, EBI: DRR014529; Abe et al., 2014); Oryza
sativa (rice, EBI: SRR611648); and Mammuthus primigenius (woolly mammoth;
DNA-seq, EBI: SRR2009641; EBI SRR2009644; Lynch et al., 2015).

Image and Data Analysis
Custom scripting (in Python, R, Shell, Javascript) and Krona (Ondov et al.,
2011) were used to generate images and ﬁgures as well as to navigate and query
transcriptomic data.

Accession Numbers
Sequence data from this article can be found in the at the ENA online
repository (PRJEB11540, ena-STUDY-IRBV). See Supplemental Data S1.

Supplemental Data
The following supplemental materials are available.
Supplemental File S1. Independent de novo data.
Supplemental File S2. Reference genome mapping data.
Supplemental File S3.Global de novo transcriptome data: a) separated
cultivars; b) shared contigs.
Supplemental File S4. Common mis-mapping alignments.
Supplemental File S5. All mis-mapping genes.
Supplemental File S6. Common genes in 8 and 9 cultivars, heatmap.
Supplemental File S7. Sequencing data and quality control data.
Supplemental File S8. Reference genome mapping: FPKM weighted foldchange.

Supplemental Data S1. Raw data available at the ENA online repository
(PRJEB11540, ena-STUDY-IRBV).
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